Abstract. The cost budget of distributed enterprises depends on large quantities of operating data and aggregates data. Policymakers of these enterprise groups work out their cost budget according to their subjective judgement and experience. The reasons for their doing so are that scattered data memory is short of unified format and standardization and that current data fail to reflect their dynamic changes,etc. Here for the benefit of policymakers of the concerned enterprises and by making use of the cost of the enterprise logistics, analysis of the cost management and that of development of decision support prototype system are being conducted.The technical management of distributed date warehouse, heterogeneous data source in the integrated subsidiary and heterogeneous model based on my ETL design ,that is based on a kind of new data algorithm which is developed by utilizing mode matching and data-filtering technology. It can accelerate the speed of data renewal, filter the heterogeneous data , seek out different sets of data ,and offer the data basis for further decision from policymakers. It has been proved to be efficient by its successful application in the corporation working on distributed enterprises.
Introduction
The distributed data warehouse uses multi-level schema coordination to integrate the local data mart. With this approach, a broadly accepted data warehouse format needs to be proposed before the design of a distributed data warehouse. The development of the date warehouse technology could be considered as offering a kind of effective means for integrating heterogeneous data sources. Data warehouse is a synthesis of information with an integrated mode for heterogeneous data source realized by exchanging visiting technology. During the whole procedure the most important task -extracting the data from the data warehouse, switching and loading them -is realized by Extract Transform Loading(ETL) an effective tool [1, 2] . According to the coverage of the data, data warehouse storage can be divided into the enterprise-level data warehouse and department-level data mart. In respect to forming a complete set of data warehouse in the enterprise group, it is necessary to extract the products' structure information, technological process information, manufacturing processing information, spare parts information from department data mart (the data warehouse of all subsidiary companies). Users could frequently use the information to improve the transmitting ability of the system, which can be applied to visible design and product development and research. This article is based on the thorough research on the problem existing in the implementation of data warehouse in some enterprise groups. The following is the summary of our algorithms used in our data pre-processing.
Compare the Methods of the Increment Data Update
The data warehouse is the data set with characteristics such as subject oriented, integrated, non-volatile and time variant reflecting. It can be used to support administrative decision [3] . In practical application, it is unrealistic that the data will not be revised, because the projects are divided into three stages to better the function of the software. During the whole process the data must be loaded repeatedly and the increment must be renewed. Meanwhile, the application of the latter (i.e. increment renewal) will be more frequent. While loading changed data, it is obviously inefficient to redo it each time. Literature [4] recommends five kinds of technologies to realize the data renewal; We designed a filter system of increment file sets which has retained the advantages of each method after fully comparing each method and combining the characteristics of surveying and studying the enterprise's data. It carried on the new algorithm by means of fully utilizing special-purpose technology of the data warehouse.
Work and Study
More effective updating of data would reduce the company's cost. When the data source changes, the main corporation data warehouse needs to achieve fast renewal from subsidiary companies' databases. This involves the whole process from the table traversal, the field name traversal, the record traversal and the character matching to the difference -sets searching and batch loading. Specifically, it compares the character by using an algorithm, then it quickly locates the data source and picks out the increment information.
Our research is applied to the specific situation. In the early research, we programmed some artificial processing. This article aims at solving the problem of the file increment. We have designed a new algorithm based on the sequence and the matching algorithm (here it is named as the Mid-match algorithm).As shown in Fig.1 , With this we can filter the different collections, then it carry on the batch renewal. The experiment has proved this algorithm effective.
Fig.1 The realization of algorithm
Definition and Description of the Algorithm. We have tried to use three methods to realize the data-renewal strategy, let's take the first method as an example.
The Basic Principal of the Algorithm. Combine the strings with the same initial letter in text T according to the alphabet sequence to form twenty-six big strings respectively as{Str 1 Str 2 ... Str 26 }.There is a list separator $ between strings in each big string, and we use {x:x ∈ P and x ∉ T} to denote this diffset. Then we extract the string p j from set P, if p j is contained in Str i , then it means p j appeares in the initial file. It should be deleted from text T; otherwise, it should be added to the diffset.The rest may be done in the same way. The cycle of the treatment in the Str i should not stop until the Str i is empty. In the end , all the elements will be batch loaded into the diffset with the tools designed by ourselves.The updated file set is then built.
Definition.Suppose the string character set is Σ，and the string is str. Define len as the length of str, the character of the number i as s i . The string character set from i+1 to the end is defined as suffix sequence postfix(s).
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Fig.2 Conceptual model of the system
Algorithm Description. Input: the initialized new and old file sets are P and T. i=1, j=1, rst=0, in which j is the location of p j in set P, len=|p j |; i is the present location in Str i , Str i =t i '$'. when p j does appear in Str i , rst=0(false); otherwise, it's -1(true).Output: the result is the diffset.The specific step is as following:
(1) Clear diffset, initialize P:{P 0 , P 2 , ... ,P m-1 }、T:{T 0 ,T 2 , ... ,T n-1 }，rst,flag (2) generate Str i (3) Creat comparison sequence sets{p j }、{ Str i } in three different situations: the first one is an increment without any change of the original content in the string; the second one refers to the situation with both increment and deletion while without change of original content ; the third one involves increment and deletion as well as some change of original content .In this article, we'd like to focus on the first situation.
(4) for i=1,…, 26 (5) while (Stri is not empty) (6) {suppose {Pj}∈P (8) i=i+1 (9) the purpose to calculate f is to find the longest equal prefix P 0 P 1 ... ,P k and postfix string P j-k P j-k+1 ... P j . when there is no repeated character, tracing back to match is not necessary and it is the best performance of the algorithm.
(10) Using improved KMP algorithm to match in parallel，the detailed content can be seen in the match strategy as following [5, 6] . The Application. It is irrational for the enterprise group to build the central data warehouse. As a matter of fact, it is better for them to set up the distributed data warehouse. Even though the redundant data is possibly produced in the communication between group data warehouse and the subsidiary company data, it can better meet the demands of the enterprise.
We can find that on the one hand various subsidiary companies use the ETL tool, extract the data from their own operational data and exterior data, and then put them back to their own data sets after filtering, conversing and synthesizing. The administrator of the data warehouse in the company is responsible for the management of the data extracting. They have no connection with each other. On the other hand the group headquarters data of data warehouse are divided into partial data of data warehouse and a small part of exterior data file [7, 8, 9] . It is the same way to extract the data file from the exterior data file within the subsidiary company data collection. The data should also be filtrated, conversed and synthesized. The extraction of data set from subsidiary corporation is the same as we do in the group company. Data processing in the subsidiary corporation should be in term of demand of the group headquarters' data warehouse, then the data is loaded, which often involves the frequent loading of increment file sets.
Summary
Before the application of our distributed data warehouse processing technology, all the data is processed by manual work, which involves quite complicated and a lot of repetitive work. As long as there is a minor mistake, the whole matching must repeat. No matter how carefully it is processed, it's unavoidable to make mistakes and then check again and again. Thus manual work usually involves redundant work and mistakes. It is inefficient, inaccurate and moreover it is costly.
Data extracting and matching are fulfilled through computer automatically after we come up with our distributed warehouse and data updating method. The data can be processed by subsidiary company respectively at certain stages and they can be exchanged with each other among the whole group. This is much more convenient, accurate and economical than before.
The design of the date warehouse ,data mart and the associated OLAP queries constitute the another portion of the DSS development effort(not the intent of this paper).A logical model illustrating the developed DSS for the system is shown in Fig.2 .Once the DSS is finished,it is tested for selecting the most appropriate logistics cost for electric groups.
